Normal-tissue toxicities of thoracic radiation therapy: esophagus, lung, and spinal cord as organs at risk.
The evolution of therapeutic approaches for lung cancer illustrates the trend for treatment intensification, with hopes that dose-intense chemotherapy regimens, higher radiation therapy (RT) doses, or novel fractionation schemes will result in prolongation of survival. Current chemotherapy- and RT-intense regimens may not be intensified further without addressing dose-limiting toxicities such as esophagitis. It is important to understand factors pre-disposing to esophagitis so that strategies to minimize its severity can be investigated. Pulmonary complications such as pneumonitis and fibrosis from RT (with or without chemotherapy) are dose and volume dependent. Methods to better identify the target tissues and improved RT-delivery systems may facilitate increasing target doses or reducing doses to adjacent normal tissues. Biologic predictors may allow clinicians in the future to individualize RT treatment based on a patient's toxicity risk profile. Radiation myelopathy is still the most feared radiation complication of lung cancer treatment. The authors address the known parameters that influence the incidence of thoracic radiation myelopathy and the putative factors that could be considered when a clinician may be required to push the spinal cord dose in favor of tumor control.